"The range of content is helpful for my students that have been out of school for a while. I can easily pull appropriate material from the built-in assignments that matches a student’s grade level."

K. Koroma Gaithersburg, MD
What is PrepPath?

• Adult prep tool for learners seeking a high school equivalency
• Data base of questions to support curriculum needs as low as emergent reader skills and basic Math skills (CCR Standards)
• Offers NextGen Science and Social Studies supports
• Questions and content adult friendly, 1,600 pre-designed assignments
• Pre-collegiate supports for students who have been successful with HSE and are moving toward a college degree
• A tool where instructors can tailor instructional supports to the learners achievement level
• A resource for educators who want to include audio, video and documents to supplement instruction
Who Can PrepPath Support?

- Individuals
- Centers interested in preparing adult students for:
  - GED
  - TASC
  - HiSet
- Outreach programs with small rosters of students
- Correctional facilities
- Distance Learning Programs
- ELL population
- Junior Colleges
How Can PrepPath Help?

• Students successful with HSE exam
  • Continue building on the high school achievement levels
  • Deploy assignments across all the same modules with Webb DOK 4
  • Grade level equivalency through pre-collegiate/upper high school
    • Samples:
      • Algebra (Statistics, Quadratics, Equations of Circles)
      • Trig (Angles in Standard Position, Graphing Sine and Cosine Functions)
      • Chemistry (Nuclear, Organic etc.)
      • Physics (Kinetics And Equilibrium, Sub-atominic Particles, Atomic Energy-Atomic Spectra)
When Can PrepPath be Used?

- Students can use 24hrs a day
- In class activities
  - Tablets
  - Laptops
  - Small group with projection
  - Clickers
  - Own devices
  - Bubble sheets
- Teachers can bank assignments and deploy on specific date and time
Adult Ed World Concerns…

• What comes after HSE?
• Professional Development needs
• Trialing a program to determine effectiveness- 6 weeks
• Support when I need help
• Increased numbers of Spanish speaking learners
• Bridging Literacy Deficits- text to speech (ReadSpeaker)
• Cost
Contact Information

• Christy Williams, PrepPath Manager
• 1.800.341.3153
• cwilliams@preppath.com
• Visit us at: www.preppath.com to request a trial